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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to casting of con-
crete products. More precisely the present invention re-
lates to an arrangement of a casting production process
line according to the preamble part of claim 1. In casting
production processes the casting is performed in different
stages at work stations and different types of lines are
used, for example circulating lines such as forced circu-
lation lines and center conveyance lines.
In forced circulation lines mold tables and molds built on
them are transferred by a roll trestle in a successive order
from one work station, in which a casting production proc-
ess stage is performed, to next work station, in which
next process stage is performed, and thus the process
stage taking the longest time defines the speed of the
forced circulation line.
In circulating lines mold tables, on which casting molds
are built, are mounted on tracks and circulate through
the work stations for the stages of the production process.
The center conveyance line comprises a central transfer
wagon for moving the mold tables with molds built on
them from one work station for a process stage to another
work station. The work stations for process stages can
be located on either side of path of the carriage or at
either end of the path. The path for the central transfer
wagon is typically formed by rails or guides.
The casting lines thus comprise of a plurality work sta-
tions between which the casting mold table is transferred
for the different stages of the production process. The
stages of the production process can comprise for ex-
ample cleaning of the mold table, furnishing the mold
table with fixed and detachable mold sidewalls to form
the casting mold and setting of other required equipment,
such as reinforcements etc., on the mold, casting of the
concrete mass to the mold, together with required vibrat-
ing actions during the casting, leveling the upper surface
of the product to be cast, curing the fresh cast product,
demolding, in which the cast product is removed from
the mold generally together with tilting of the mold and
the mold sidewalls are removed from the mold table. De-
pending on the type of the production process line the
line may comprise one or more work stations for one type
of process stage. The number of work stations for each
type of process stage is limited by the floor space avail-
able on the main level of the production process.
[0002] The casting of concrete mass into the mold can
also be carried out in different stages if for example dif-
ferent layers need to be added to the product to be cast
such as insulation layers in cases of insulated wall ele-
ments.
[0003] In the furnishing stage the required reinforce-
ments, such as one or more metal meshes and lattice
structures are added and fixed in the mold after the mold
is built with mold sidewall on the mold table. These re-
quired reinforcements are generally prefabricated in a
separate reinforcement shop and taken to the reinforce-
ment work station of the line.

[0004] In publication FR 933276 A is disclosed an ar-
rangement for casting concrete products comprising a
carriage, a horizontal frame, a vertical frame and lifting
means arranged on the vertical frame.
[0005] An object of the present invention is to create
an arrangement for casting concrete products providing
new possibilities for layout structure and production con-
trol.
[0006] An object of the present invention is to create
an arrangement in which the limitations due to the floor
space of the main level for the number of work stations
for each type process stage is at least minimized.
[0007] In order to achieve the above objects and those
that will come apparent later the arrangement according
to the invention is mainly characterized by the features
of the characterizing part of claim 1.
[0008] Dependent claims present advantageous fea-
tures and embodiments of the invention.
[0009] According to the invention the arrangement for
casting concrete products comprises at least one central
transfer wagon movable on a path for moving the
molds/mold tables from one work station for a process
stage to another work station on a main level of the pro-
duction process line, which work stations are located
along the path of the central transfer wagon on at least
at one side of the path, advantageously on both sides of
the path. At least one of the central transfer wagons com-
prises a lifting mechanism by which the mold can be lifted
to an upper level, to a work station located above the
main level of the production process line on. The upper
level is located one floor above the main level. The work
station can be in addition to a station used for process
stage or be also a station for storage or exchange etc.
By this the space above the main level is utilizable for
the production process, for example for furnishing the
mold or for demolding or for other wise handling the con-
crete product under a production process or related
stage; for example lifting, coating, floating, insulating etc.
In casting concrete products the mold is typically built on
the mold table by fastening the side walls to the mold
table and forming the actual mold by movable walls on
the mold table. In this description and claims the terms
mold / mold table are used in connection with different
process stages and transfers between the stages even
though in some stages actually only the mold table is
transferred as the mold has yet not been formed or it has
already been demolded or in some stages the mold table
is transferred with the mold and with the casted concrete
product. It should also be noted that longitudinal and
cross transfers may relate to the direction of the sides of
the mold table but they may also be perpendicular in re-
lation to the sides of the mold table. According to an ad-
vantageous feature of the invention the central transfer
wagon comprises longitudinal transfer mechanism
and/or cross transfer mechanism by which the mold table
is moved onto and from the central transfer wagon. Ad-
vantageously the longitudinal transfer mechanism and/or
cross transfer mechanism are located on the lifting mech-
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anism thus providing transfers of the mold table onto and
from the central transfer wagon in addition to the main
level on the upper level.
According to the invention the arrangement comprises
at least two process levels: main process level and at
least one upper level, which upper level comprises at
least one opening for passing through the mold table by
the lifting mechanism of the central transfer wagon and
locking means by which the mold table is fastened on
the upper level and thus releasing the central transfer
wagon for other transportation needs of the production
process line, for example transfers of other molds on the
main level, and safety means by which the safety of per-
sonnel is ensured.
According to another advantageous feature the safety
means comprise guard rails and safety limits by which
safety of working personnel is ensured.
[0010] According to another advantageous feature the
arrangement comprises an intermediate level between
the main level and the upper level for work stations.
By the invention several advantages are achieved. The
central transfer wagon with the lifting mechanism de-
creases investment as local lifting devices and transfer
devices are not needed. Furthermore flexibility of pro-
duction control is increased, since the central transfer
wagon with the lifting mechanism provides transfers of
molds with the possibility of optionally selecting work sta-
tions. For example when compared to traditional center
conveyance line with a carriage according to prior art
space usage is more effective as the space above the
main level can be utilized for production process work
stations and stages of the production process for exam-
ple number of work stations can be increased from ten
to twenty as the extra ten stations can be located on the
above level and only same floor space area is required
on the main level.
The arrangement for casting concrete products accord-
ing to the invention is utilizable in various ways.
For example when producing twin-shell slabs the central
transfer wagon with the lifting mechanism lifts the mold
table to a separate turning/tilting device and thus sepa-
rate lifting means such as a crane is not needed and
instead of prior art type of tilting devices with lifting and
turning functions only a simple tilting means with turning
function are needed as the central transfer wagon with
the lifting mechanism delivers the mold stations to the
turning/tilting station and takes care of lifts at the stations
and further transfers from the station to further process-
ing. Advantageously the turning / tilting station is located
at one of the ends of the center process line i.e. the path
of the central transfer wagon.
For example in an arrangement for casting concrete
products comprising more than one central transfer wag-
ons the central transfer wagon with the lifting mechanism
can be used to free one work station along the center
process line when the mold table needs to be moved
from one carriage to another. In this case the carriage
lifts the mold table to an exchange station where the mold

table is locked at its place and the carriage moves to next
need and another carriage picks up the mold table. The
exchange station is located at upper level, which might
be an intermediate upper level between main level and
the upper level with work stations, thus also upper level
work stations are available for process stages. The in-
termediate upper level stations can also be used as cur-
ing stations.
In the following the invention and its advantages are ex-
plained in greater detail below in the sense of examples
and with reference to accompanying drawings, where

in figures 1A - 1C is schematically shown an example
of a casting production process line, in which the
present invention is utilized and
in figure 2 is schematically shown an example of a
central transfer wagon with a lifting mechanism ac-
cording to an example of the arrangement according
to the present invention.

In the figures the corresponding elements, parts and part
components of the arrangement are denoted by same
reference signs in the figures unless otherwise men-
tioned.
In the example of figures 1A - 1C the production process
line is a center conveyance line with work stations 24
located on both longitudinal sides of the path of the cen-
tral transfer wagon 20 in the center process line 12. In
figure 1A is shown the part of the production process line
located at the main level 10 seen from above and in figure
1B is shown the production process line seen from side
and in figure 1C is shown the part of the production proc-
ess line located at the upper level 20. In this example the
production process line comprises two levels but it can
also comprise more levels.
The central transfer wagon 20 is movable on longitudinal
path on the center process line 12 located centrally be-
tween work stations 24 located on both sides of the path.
The work stations 24 are located on each side on a row
with several work stations 24 next to each other. On either
or on both sides of the center process line 12 there may
be more than one row of work stations 24. At either or at
both ends of the center process line 12 a turning station
26 may be located. The central transfer wagon 20 is de-
pending on the process stage provided with the mold
table / the mold 25. The central transfer wagon 20 com-
prises longitudinal transfer mechanism 23, cross transfer
mechanism 22 and lifting mechanism 21. By the longitu-
dinal transfer mechanism 23 the mold tables 25 are
moved in and from the central transfer wagon 20 in lon-
gitudinal direction. By the cross transfer mechanism 22
the mold table (with or without the mold depending on
the process stage) 25 is moved to a work station 24 or
fetched from a work station 24 on either side of the center
process line 12 as required by the process stage to be
performed. By the lifting mechanism 21 the mold table
25 is lifted from the main process level 10 to an upper
process level 11 or fetched from the upper process level
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11 and returned to the main process level 10.
As can be seen from figures 1B - 1C the upper process
level 11 comprises openings 15 through which the mold
table 25 is moved to the upper level 11. The mold table
25 may be attached at the opening 15 by a locking mech-
anism 17 for the process stage to be performed at this
upper level work station 24. Or it may be moved in cross
direction by an upper level cross transfer mechanism 27
to a work station 24 on the upper level 11 located next
to the opening 15. At the opening 15 is located safety
means, for example guard rails 16 by which the safety
of personnel is ensured.
In the example of figure 2 the central transfer wagon 20
comprises a lifting mechanism 21 with an actuator 29 for
lifting the mold table 25 to an upper level 11 from the
main level 10 and for lowering the mold table 25 from the
upper level 11 to the main level 10 onto the central trans-
fer wagon 20. In the central transfer wagon 20 the cross
transfer mechanism 22 can be arranged on the top of the
lifting mechanism 21 and thus no separate upper level
lifting mechanism 27 is needed. The longitudinal transfer
mechanism 23 can also be provided on the lifting mech-
anism 21.
As shown in the example of the figures the arrangement
for casting concrete products comprises a central trans-
fer wagon 20 movable on a path of the center process
line 12 for moving the molds/mold tables 25 from one
work station 24 for a process stage to another work sta-
tion 24 on a main level of the production process line,
which work stations 24 are located along the path of the
central transfer wagon 20 on at least at one side of the
center process line 12, advantageously on both sides.
The central transfer wagon 20 comprises the lifting mech-
anism 21 with an actuator 29 by which the mold table 25
can be lifted to a work station 24 located in the upper
level 11 above the main level 10 of the production process
line, advantageously located one floor above the main
level 10.
[0011] The arrangement thus comprises at least two
process levels: main process level 10 and at least one
upper level 11, which upper level 11 comprises at least
one opening 15 for passing through the mold table 25 by
the lifting mechanism 21 of the central transfer wagon 20
and locking means 17 by which the mold table 25 is fas-
tened on the upper level 11 and thus releasing the central
transfer wagon 20 for other transportation needs of the
production process line, for example transfers of other
mold tables 25 on the main level 10, and safety means
16 by which the safety of personnel is ensured.

Reference signs used in the drawing

[0012]

10 main level
11 upper level
12 center process line
15 opening

16 guard rails
17 locking mechanism
20 central transfer wagon
21 lifting mechanism
22 cross transfer mechanism
23 longitudinal transfer mechanism
24 work station
25 mold / mold table
26 tilting table
27 upper level cross transfer mechanism
29 actuator

Claims

1. Arrangement of a casting production process line for
casting concrete products, which casting production
process line is a center process line comprising a
plurality work stations (24), which production proc-
ess line further comprises at least one central trans-
fer wagon (20) movable on a path on the center proc-
ess line (12) for moving molds/mold tables (25) from
one work station (24) for a process stage to another
work station (24) on a main level (10) of the casting
production process line, which work stations (24) are
located along the path of the central transfer wagon
(20) on at least at one side of the path of the center
process line (12), in which at least one of the central
transfer wagons (20) of the arrangement comprises
a lifting mechanism (21) by which the molds/mold
tables (25) are liftable to the at least one upper level
(11), characterized in that the production process
line is located on a main level (10) and on at least
one upper level (11) and the upper level (11) is a
work station level located one floor above the main
level (10) of the production process line and that the
upper level (11) comprises at least one opening (15)
for passing through the mold table (25) by the lifting
mechanism (21) of the central transfer wagon (20)
and locking means (17) by which the mold table (25)
is fastened on the upper level (11) and safety means
(16) by which the safety of personnel is ensured.

2. Arrangement according to claim 1, characterized in
that a work station (24) is a station used for process
stage or a station for storage of mold tables (25) or
exchange of a mold table from one central transfer
wagon (20) to another.

3. Arrangement according to any of claims 1 or 2, char-
acterized in that in the arrangement work stations
(24) are located on the main level (10) on both sides
of the path of the central transfer wagon (20) on the
center process line (12).

4. Arrangement according to any of claims 1 - 3, char-
acterized in that the central transfer wagon (20)
comprises longitudinal transfer mechanism (23)
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and/or cross transfer mechanism (22) by which the
mold table (25) is moved onto and from the central
transfer wagon (20).

5. Arrangement according to claim 4, characterized in
that the longitudinal transfer mechanism (23) and/or
cross transfer mechanism (22) are located on the
lifting mechanism (21) providing transfers of the mold
table (25) onto and from the central transfer wagon
(20) in addition to the main level (10) on the upper
level (11).

6. Arrangement according to claim 1, characterized in
that the arrangement comprises an intermediate lev-
el between the main level (10) and the upper level
(11) for work stations (24).

7. Arrangement according to claim 1, characterized in
that the arrangement comprises at least one turn-
ing/tilting station (26) located at least at one of the
ends of the center process line (12) i.e. the path of
the central transfer wagon.

Patentansprüche

1. Anordnung einer Giessherstellungsverarbeitungsli-
nie für Giessbetonprodukte, wobei die Giessherstel-
lungsverarbeitungslinie eine Zentralverarbeitungsli-
nie ist, die mehrere Arbeitsstationen (24) umfasst,
wobei die Herstellungsverarbeitungslinie ferner min-
destens einen Zentralübergabewagen (20) umfasst,
der auf einer Bahn auf der Zentralverarbeitungslinie
(12) zum Bewegen von Formen/Formtischen (25)
von einer Arbeitsstation (24) für eine Verarbeitungs-
stufe zu einer anderen Arbeitsstation (24) auf einer
Hauptebene (10) der Giessherstellungsverarbei-
tungslinie bewegbar ist, wobei sich die Arbeitsstati-
onen (24) entlang der Bahn des Zentralübergabe-
wagens (20) auf mindestens einer Seite der Bahn
der Zentralverarbeitungslinie (12) befinden, wobei
mindestens einer der Zentralübergabewagen (20)
der Anordnung einen Hebemechanismus (21) um-
fasst, durch den die Formen/Formtische (25) auf die
mindestens eine obere Ebene (11) hebbar sind, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass sich die Herstellungs-
verarbeitungslinie auf einer Hauptebene (10) und
auf mindestens einer oberen Ebene (11) befindet
und die obere Ebene (11) eine Arbeitsstation-Ebene
ist, die sich eine Etage über der Hauptebene (10)
der Herstellungsverarbeitungslinie befindet, und
dass die obere Ebene (11) mindestens eine Öffnung
(15) zum Durchführen des Formtisches (25) durch
den Hebemechanismus (21) des Zentralübergabe-
wagens (20) und Verriegelungsmittel (17), durch die
der Formtisch (25) auf der oberen Ebene (11) be-
festigt ist, und Sicherheitsmittel (16), durch die die
Sicherheit von Mitarbeitern sichergestellt ist, um-

fasst.

2. Anordnung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass eine Arbeitsstation (24) eine Station
ist, die für eine Verarbeitungsstufe verwendet wird,
oder eine Station zur Lagerung von Formtischen (25)
oder zum Austausch von einem Formtisch von ei-
nem Zentralübergabewagen (20) zu einem anderen.

3. Anordnung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 oder 2, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass sich die Anordnungs-
arbeitsstationen (24) auf der Hauptebene (10) auf
beiden Seiten der Bahn des Zentralübergabewa-
gens (20) auf der Zentralverarbeitungslinie (12) be-
finden.

4. Anordnung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 - 3, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass der Zentralübergabe-
wagen (20) einen längs gerichteten Übergabeme-
chanismus (23) und/oder einen quer gerichteten
Übergabemechanismus (22) umfasst, durch die der
Formtisch (25) auf und von dem Zentralübergabe-
wagen (20) bewegt wird.

5. Anordnung nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass sich der längs gerichtete Übergabe-
mechanismus (23) und/oder der quer gerichtete
Übergabemechanismus (22) auf dem Hebemecha-
nismus (21) befinden, wodurch Übergaben des
Formtisches (25) auf und von dem Zentralüberga-
bewagen (20) zusätzlich zu der Hauptebene (10) auf
der oberen Ebene (11) bereitgestellt werden.

6. Anordnung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Anordnung eine Zwischenebene
zwischen der Hauptebene (10) und der oberen Ebe-
ne (11) für Arbeitsstationen (24) umfasst.

7. Anordnung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Anordnung mindestens eine
Dreh-/Kippstation (26) umfasst, die sich mindestens
an einem der Enden der Zentralverarbeitungslinie
(12), d.h. der Bahn des Zentralübergabewagens, be-
findet.

Revendications

1. Agencement d’une ligne de procédé de production
de coulage pour couler des produits en béton, ladite
ligne de procédé de production de coulage étant une
ligne de procédé centrale comprenant une pluralité
de postes de travail (24), ladite ligne de procédé de
production comprenant en outre au moins un wagon
de transfert central (20) déplaçable le long d’un che-
min sur la ligne de procédé centrale (12) pour dé-
placer des moules / tables de moule (25) d’un poste
de travail (24) pour une étape du procédé à un autre
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poste de travail (24) sur un niveau principal (10) de
la ligne de procédé de production de coulage, lesdits
postes de travail (24) se trouvant le long du chemin
du wagon de transfert central (20) sur au moins un
côté du chemin de la ligne de procédé centrale (12),
dans lequel au moins l’un des wagons de transfert
central (20) de l’agencement comprend un mécanis-
me de levage (21) grâce auquel les moules / tables
de moule (25) peuvent être levés jusqu’à au moins
un niveau supérieur (11), caractérisé en ce que la
ligne de procédé de production se trouve sur un ni-
veau principal (10) et sur au moins un niveau supé-
rieur (11) et le niveau supérieur (11) est un niveau
de poste de travail situé un étage au-dessus du ni-
veau principal (10) de la ligne de procédé de pro-
duction, et en ce que le niveau supérieur (11) com-
prend au moins une ouverture (15) pour traverser la
table de moule (25) à l’aide du mécanisme de levage
(21) du wagon de transfert central (20), un moyen
de verrouillage (17) grâce auquel la table de moule
(25) est attachée au niveau supérieur (11), et un
moyen de sécurité (16) pour assurer la sécurité du
personnel.

2. Agencement selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce qu’un poste de travail (24) est un poste utilisé
à l’étape du procédé ou un poste de stockage de
tables de moule (25) ou d’échange d’une table de
moule d’un wagon de transfert central (20) à un
autre.

3. Agencement selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce que les postes de
travail de l’agencement (24) se trouvent au niveau
principal (10) des deux côtés du chemin du wagon
de transfert central (20) sur la ligne de procédé cen-
trale (12).

4. Agencement selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 - 3, caractérisé en ce que le wagon de trans-
fert central (20) comprend un mécanisme de trans-
fert longitudinal (23) et/ou un mécanisme de transfert
transversal (22) grâce auquel la table de moule (25)
est déplacée sur et depuis le wagon de transfert cen-
tral (20).

5. Agencement selon la revendication 4, caractérisé
en ce que le mécanisme de transfert longitudinal
(23) et/ou le mécanisme de transfert transversal (22)
se trouvent sur le mécanisme de levage (21) qui as-
sure les transferts de la table de moule (25) sur et
depuis le wagon de transfert central (20) en plus des
transferts vers le niveau principal (10) au niveau su-
périeur (11).

6. Agencement selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce que l’agencement comprend un niveau inter-
médiaire entre le niveau principal (10) et le niveau

supérieur (11) pour des postes de travail (24).

7. Agencement selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce que l’agencement comprend au moins un pos-
te de rotation/inclinaison (26) situé sur au moins l’une
des extrémités de la ligne de procédé centrale (12),
c’est-à-dire le chemin du wagon de transfert central.
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